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Non-invasive vagus nerve stimulation (nVNS) is an established neurostimulation therapy used in the treatment of epilepsy, migraine and cluster headache. In this randomized, double-blind,

- **non-invasive vagus nerve stimulation improves clinical and molecular biomarkers of parkinson’s disease in patients with freezing of gait**
Anesthesia may be an exact science, but it’s not yet fully personalized. Anesthesiologists use a variety of methods to calculate the right dose for a given patient: clinical studies, medical databases

- **new system can measure propofol concentration in patient’s blood during surgery**
Some studies report neurological lesions in patients with genetic skeletal disorders (GSDs). However, none of them describe the frequency of neurological lesions in a large sample of patients or

- **identification of clinical and radiographic predictors of central nervous system injury in genetic skeletal disorders**
Smartwatches and other wearable devices may be used to sense illness, dehydration and even changes to the red blood cell count, according to biomedical engineers and genomics researchers at Duke

Artificial intelligence promises to be a powerful tool for improving the speed and accuracy of medical decision-making to improve patient outcomes. From diagnosing disease, to personalizing treatment,

- **medical ai models rely on 'shortcuts' that could lead to misdiagnosis of covid-19**
COVID-19 continues to be a major source of global morbidity and mortality. It abruptly stressed healthcare systems early in 2020 and the pressures continue. Devastating hardships have been endured by

- **review of the published literature to characterise clinical excellence in covid-19 care**
The National Institute on Aging has awarded $5 million grant to researchers at UC San Diego School of Medicine to conduct a first-in-human Phase 1 clinical trial of a gene therapy for treating

- **first clinical trial to assess alzheimer's gene therapy receives $5 million**
Fraud in medical publications is an increasing concern. In particular, disciplines related to perioperative medicine—including anaesthesia and critical care—currently hold the highest rankings in

- **fraud and retraction in perioperative medicine publications: what we learned and what can be implemented to prevent future recurrence**
The technique may provide doctors with a new way of providing supplemental oxygen for patients with failing lungs
anally delivered oxygen kept suffocating pigs and mice alive in the lab. could the method one day save human lives, too? First patient with respiratory failure enrolled in Cynata’s MEND clinical trial Trial to investigate early efficacy of Cynata’s Cymerus™ mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) in patients with respiratory

first patient enrolled in cynata’s mend clinical trial
The SingHealth Duke-NUS Regenerative Medicine Institute of Singapore (REMEDIS) will develop cellular-based and regenerative therapeutics and tools as new treatment strategies for key disease areas *

new research institute and center launched to advance regenerative medicine in singapore
Issued patent recognizes CIRCULOGENE’s novel method of enriching cfDNA without DNA isolation, extraction or purification, enabling “in situ” genetic manipulation of biofluid samples CIRCULOGENE, an

circulogene announces issuance of u.s. patent for method of preparing cell-free nucleic acid molecules by in situ amplification
Gene therapy is an experimental technique that uses genes or gene products to treat or prevent disease instead of using drugs or surgery.

ucsd school of medicine receives $5m grant for alzheimer's trial
GenSight Biologics (Paris:SIGHT) ((Euronext: SIGHT, OTC:GSITF, PEA-PME eligible)), a biopharma company focused on developing and commercializing innovative gene therapies for retinal neurodegenerative

gensight biologics to host a key opinion leader webinar on the nature medicine case report: visual recovery after gs030 optogenetic treatment
Modality Solutions and Clinical Affairs, FUJIFILM Medical Systems U.S.A., Inc. “The Fujifilm team is looking forward to leveraging our combined resources to offer market leading technologies

fujifilm medical systems u.s.a., inc. and helio health collaborate to advance blood-based screening methods for early-stage liver cancer

Validant, a leading global quality, compliance and regulatory consulting group, has acquired Clinical Outcomes Solutions (“COS”), a global leader in clinical outcomes assessments (COA). COS was

validant acquires clinical outcomes solutions, a global leader in clinical outcomes assessment research services (NASDAQ: REGN) today announced the company will share a range of presentations for its PD-1 inhibitor Libtayo ® (cemiplimab-rwlc) and broader oncology portfolio at the 2021 American Society of

libtayo® (cemiplimab-rwlc) presentations at asco highlight expanding clinical data in diverse cancers
Researchers headed by a team at the University of California, San Diego (UCSD), School of Medicine their results in Molecular Therapy-Methods & Clinical Development, the investigators

gene therapy in alzheimer’s disease mice preserves memory and learning
PPD held a grand opening event for its new multipurpose lab in Suzhou, China, to support pharma and biotech companies managing China research studies

ppd opens multipurpose clinical research laboratory in suzhou, china
Wearable device data on heart rate, body temperature and daily activities may be used to predict health measurements that are typically observed during a clinical blood test.

data from smartwatches can help predict clinical blood test results
Children’s Hospital of Wisconsin, 9000 W. Wisconsin Avenue, Milwaukee, WI 53226, USA. See allHide authors and affiliations The price of whole-genome and -exome sequencing has fallen to the point where

genomics in clinical practice: lessons from the front lines
Background—Palpation is an important clinical test for jumper's knee. Methods—In 326 junior symptomatic and Victorian Institute of Sport tendon study group are: Departments of Medicine and

reproducibility and clinical utility of tendon palpation to detect patellar tendinopathy in
young basketball players
BOSTON, May 11, 2021 /PRNewswire-PRWeb/ -- Leading off this morning's presentations past 60 years of stem cell medicine, there was no convenient and practical method for determining the

asymmetrex discusses a near horizon for stem cell dosage in stem cell therapy and gene therapy clinical trial supply chains
Now that anyone over the age of 12 is eligible to get a COVID-19 vaccine, attention has turned to when younger children might be able to get the shot. The answer could be sometime this fall.

sites in
covid-19 vaccine trials for children have begun in ohio. when could the shot be approved for kids?
Both pathways are flexible two-to four-year Master's programs which provide rigorous didactic education in clinical research methods coupled with either for admission are an advanced degree in

master of science in clinical research
Researchers at University of California San Diego School of Medicine, with colleagues elsewhere 2021 issue of Molecular Therapy-Methods & Clinical Development. AD is characterized by the

gene therapy in alzheimer's disease mouse model preserves learning and memory
Researchers at University of California San Diego School of Medicine, with colleagues 2021 issue of Molecular Therapy-Methods & Clinical Development. Gene therapy is based on the premise

gene therapy in alzheimer's disease mouse model preserves learning and memory
To help make the process a little easier, we asked actual OBGNs and gynecologists which products they keep in their own medicine cabinets, plus what they recommend to their patients. Our mission at

the women's health products real obgyns keep in their medicine cabinets
UCLA's medical departments of medicine nationwide, according to the UCLA Health press release. The Department of Medicine is home to the operations center for the AIDS Clinical Trials

david geffen school of medicine receives $590m in funding from nih in 2020
Virtual clinical trials (VCT) refer to the medical tests conducted remotely for clinical research. Some of the commonly used methods include observational, interventional, and expanded access trials.

global virtual clinical trials market report 2021 | size, share, trends and forecast by 2026
Researchers published a study “Four distinct trajectories of tau deposition identified in Alzheimer's disease” in Nature Medicine that resembling atypical clinical variants of AD.

alzheimer's shown to develop in four distinct patterns
Altered sensorimotor processing in the frontotemporal network appears to be responsible for hallucinations experienced by patients with Parkinson's disease (PD), according to a novel study that

'ghost' test may help put parkinson's hallucinations to rest
--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Immune-Onc Therapeutics, Inc. (“Immune-Onc”), a clinical Medicine which together with our recently announced Series B1 and B2 funding and The Leukemia & Lymphoma Society

immune-onc therapeutics appoints stuart lutzker, m.d., ph.d. to scientific advisory board
The new Drew Foundation Precision Oncology Center will deliver precision medicine treatments to US Veterans suffering from prostate cancer.

prostate cancer foundation launches precision medicine initiative
SUZHOU, China, April 29, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- Alphamab Oncology (stock code: 9966HK) announced that it has entered into a clinical medical need, more and more updated treatment methods and

alphamab announced pd-l1/ctla-4 bispecific antibody kn046 will enter new phase ii clinical trial in combination with pfizer's inlyta® (axitinib)
I also hope that our precision medicine programme, will set the clinical towards Qatar’s efforts to tackle the Covid-19 pandemic, through the development of new testing methods and the

sidra medicine appoints new officials
with a significant unmet medical need, more and
more updated treatment methods and combination therapies are constantly sought to improve the prognosis and quality of life of those patients.

**alphamab announced pd-l1/ctla-4 bispecific antibody kn046 will enter new phase ii clinical trial in combination with pfizer’s inlyta® (axitinib)**
The methods clinical trials utilize wearable medical devices that collect data from the patient. These devices include wristbands that monitor, collect and record the study participant’s

**risks and liabilities relating to the emergence of decentralized clinical trials**
The team’s research the Yale School of Medicine, and who was not affiliated with the recent paper, in an accompanying Viewpoint article. “Yet, as the potential clinical role is considered

**mammals can breathe through their intestines, unsettling experiment finds**
We needed a clinical question that was important to clinicians, important to patients, and then able to be potentially answered with newer methods, like direct-to-participant outreach and an open

**dr schuyler jones: adaptable is a study model for the future**
The rapid accrual of knowledge in genomic medicine has prompted the reanalysis of existing data. We clinically reanalyzed data from two patient series that had undergone diagnostic proband

**reanalysis of clinical exome sequencing data**
The new method results in a stunning visualization of the human brain's movement Resonance in Medicine (2021). The approaches reported in the two papers could hold important clinical insights

**new imaging technique captures how brain moves in stunning detail, holds diagnostic potential**
Israeli pharma-tech company Syqe Medical received obtained Europe’s CE, which marks quality approval, for its inhaler within the European Economic Area, following positive clinical trials

**israeli microdosing cannabis inhaler receives approval in canada**
The approval was obtained based on clinical trials This allows Syqe Medical’s patients to consume smaller amounts of medical cannabis than patients using other methods such as smoking

**israeli medical cannabis inhaler gets canada’s marketing nod**
EvoBrutinib, a Bruton’s tyrosine kinase inhibitor that Neurology also spoke with Davorka Tomic, executive medical director of global clinical development in neurology for Merck KGaA

**q&a: evobrutinib reduces blood neurofilament light levels in patients with ms**
Aziyo’s patented method optimises the materials to secure and retain market as well: Ongoing clinical trials in regenerative medicine (Bone and Joint) have had a disappointing effect. Many

**impact of coronavirus (covid-19) | regenerative medicine market size 2021 emerging trends, growing at a cagr of 10.3% | coherent market insights**
I also hope that our precision medicine program, will set the clinical towards Qatar’s efforts to tackle the COVID-19 pandemic, through the development of new testing methods and the

**sidra medicine appoints chief medical officer and chief research officer**
Researchers at University of California San Diego School of Medicine clinical trial to test the efficacy of using ultrasound to stimulate the spleen and reduce COVID-19-related inflammation,

**using ultrasound stimulation to reduce inflammation in covid-19 in-patients**
Busan, Korea, South, May 13, 2021 --(PR.com)-- Mika Medical, a Korean manufacturer specializing in syringe technology, namely the Comfort-in needleless syringe, has completed clinical trials with

**mika medical, a korean manufacturer specializing...**
May 11, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- United Clinical Laboratories is proud to announce our continued partnership with the Broward Sheriff's Office most effective testing methods available.